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SummarySummary

StudyStudy of CO2 band at 2.7 of CO2 band at 2.7 µµmm in in orderorder toto knowknow::

dust history dust history >> >> optical depthoptical depth

Empirical Phase functionEmpirical Phase function



COCO22 band at 2.7band at 2.7µµmm

A A methodmethod forfor studying studying 
propertiesproperties of theof the
aerosols in the aerosols in the martianmartian
atmosphereatmosphere isis basedbased onon
the mesurement of thethe mesurement of the
solarsolar radiationradiation inside the inside the 
2.7 2.7 µµm m band.band.
We shall study We shall study radianceradiance
at 3625 (at 3625 (leftleft side) andside) and
3705 cm3705 cm--1 1 ((rightright side)side)



WhyWhy thisthis band…band…

In the In the dustdust--freefree atmosphereatmosphere, the , the radianceradiance at at 
the bottom of the band is equal to 0the bottom of the band is equal to 0

thenthen

The light reflected by the surface is The light reflected by the surface is negligiblenegligible



WhyWhy thisthis band…band…

The The intensityintensity ,,thatthat differdiffer fromfrom 0, 0, mesuredmesured in the in the 
bottombottom of the band of the band isis due due toto the the aerosolsaerosols
scatteringscattering

thenthen

we can we can useuse thisthis to determine the to determine the propertiesproperties of of 
aerosolsaerosols ((opticaloptical depthdepth.).)



In this plot the radiance at 3705cm-1 (2.7 µm)( average over 
each orbit) is plotted vs orbit number.



FromFrom the the orbitalorbital averagesaverages wewe computedcomputed the the opticaloptical depthdepth at at 
3705 cm3705 cm--11 using the model of Titov et al. (2000) for using the model of Titov et al. (2000) for orbitorbit
numbernumber 1010--422422



ComparisonComparison betweenbetween
radianceradiance at 2.7 at 2.7 µµm m (( 3705 cm3705 cm--11))
and and radianceradiance at 2.76 at 2.76 µµmm
(3625 cm(3625 cm--11).).
The The pointspoints followfollow two two linearlinear
correlationscorrelations, one in , one in whichwhich
the the twotwo valuesvalues are are equalequal,,
one in one in whichwhich radianceradiance atat
3705 cm3705 cm--11 is lower is lower thanthan
radiance at 3625 cmradiance at 3625 cm--1. 1. 

The last condition The last condition occursoccurs
forfor large values of large values of opticaloptical depthdepth..



COCO22 band at 2.7band at 2.7µµmm
((averagedaveraged over each orbit)over each orbit)



WeWe can can studystudy the the phasephase functionsfunctions of the of the aerosolsaerosols
under the under the followingfollowing assumptionsassumptions::
1) properties are uniform along one 1) properties are uniform along one orbitorbit;;
2) no local dust storm is present;2) no local dust storm is present;
3) variation of the geometry (for a nadir pointing 3) variation of the geometry (for a nadir pointing 
set of measurements) allows to set of measurements) allows to exploreexplore largelarge
rangerange of of phasephase anglesangles..

PhasePhase functionfunction



Given the direction of an instrument in a nadir pointing Given the direction of an instrument in a nadir pointing 
spacecraft, it is possible to compute the incidence, emission spacecraft, it is possible to compute the incidence, emission 
and phase angles of  the measurements.and phase angles of  the measurements.

phase

incidence

emission

instrument
direction



AlongAlong one one orbitorbit the the phasephase angle angle changeschanges becausebecause
the the mutualmutual positionspositions betweenbetween sunsun,,planetplanet and the and the 
instrumentinstrument FOV  FOV  changechange..

thenthen

The The solarsolar radiationradiation reflectedreflected byby the the planetplanet
((aerosolsaerosols) ) isis sensitive sensitive toto thisthis changechange



RadRad(3705cm(3705cm--11) ) vsvs phasephase angle angle 
((orbitorbit 241241--422)422)
low dust contentlow dust content

EachEach pointpoint of of thisthis plot plot isis the the averageaverage radianceradiance of 10 of 10 spectraspectra



RadRad(3705cm(3705cm--11) ) vsvs phasephase angle (angle (orbitorbit 241241--422)422)

Each point of this plot is the average radiance observed over 10 deg bins.



The scattered radiance is :

where   J = incident radiance
σ = geometrical cross section
QS = scattering efficiencie
Qe = extinction efficiencie
w = single scattering albedo
Ω0 = incidence angle
Ω = emission angle
p(g)= particle phase function = describe  the

angular pattern into which the power
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Empirical scattering function
• Henyey and Greenstein introduced the empirical

phase function:

• Where ξ is the cosine asymmetry factor:
ξ = -< cos(g) >

2/32
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radianceradiance vsvs phasephase angleangle
largelarge dustdust contentcontent

EachEach pointpoint of of thisthis plot plot isis the the averageaverage radianceradiance observedobserved over 10 over 10 degdeg
bins. The curve is the bins. The curve is the Jwp(g)Jwp(g) best fit to the data up to 90 deg. Thebest fit to the data up to 90 deg. The
pointpoint withwith ‘?’ ‘?’ hashas beenbeen neglectedneglected..

??

Rainbow
feature ?



radianceradiance vsvs phasephase angleangle
low dustlow dust contentcontent

EachEach pointpoint of of thisthis plot plot isis the the averageaverage radianceradiance observedobserved over 10 over 10 degdeg
bins. The curve is the bins. The curve is the Jwp(g)Jwp(g) best fit to the data up to 90 best fit to the data up to 90 degdeg..



ResultsResults of best of best fitfit

Best Best fitfit forfor the the orbitsorbits withwith largelarge dust         dust         
contentcontent::

ξξ = = -- < < cos(g) cos(g) >> = = --0.390.39
Jw =Jw = 0.0180.018

Best fit for the orbits Best fit for the orbits withwith lowlow dust  contentdust  content::
ξξ = = -- < < cos(g) cos(g) >> = = --0.39  0.39  
JwJw == 0.0090.009



ConclusionsConclusions

The The analisysanalisys of the of the radianceradiance at 3625 and 3705 cmat 3625 and 3705 cm--11allows allows usus::

a) a) knowledgeknowledge of of dustdust history history 

b) b) phasephase function function 

c) c) sizesize parameterparameter ::

-- forfor the the phasephase angle angle lessless than 90 than 90 degree                 degree                 
sizesize parameterparameter = r/= r/λλ < 1      r(particle radius) < < 1      r(particle radius) < 2.7 2.7 µµmm

-- forfor the phase angle the phase angle greatergreater than 90 degree              than 90 degree              
sizesize parameterparameter = r/= r/λλ > 1     r(particle radius) >> 1     r(particle radius) >2.7 2.7 µµmm
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